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Name: Ezio
Born: May, 20, 1402
Place: Firenze, Italy
Description: Ezio lost his family in 1420 and knew who killed them and wanted to get revenge.
Age: 25
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Before and how

Ezio did not know anyone in Tuscany but the
person who betrayed and executed his family
His name was Lorenzo. The worse part
about it, he had to watch his family get executed. He felt a lot of betrayal. He went to a
great friend in Firenze named Leonardo
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De, Vinci. Leonardo said “I heard what
happened
Leonardo made an assassin cloak and blade for him to
defend himself from Lorenzo's guards
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SECTION 2

In order to pass the
guards, he has to use his
blade or jump from roof to
roof.
While jumping from roof to
roof he had to watch out
for archers.
Nobody around knew that
he had a super power. He
received it from his father.
After his father’s funeral, he
found a box in his dad’s
office.
He was shocked with what
he found in the box.
While he was on the roof
he thought about Lorenzo
and were he could be.
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Ezio walked into Lorenzo's castle and said “you will pay for
what you did” and took off his
hidden blade he
found in the box in his dads office.

The final battle

Lorenzo called his guards and
Ezio said “They’re not coming
its just me and you”. Then they
started to fist fight against each
other.
Ezio was winning then he
stopped and picked up his
sword and said “ I will finish
you if don't change for the
good”. Then Lorenzo said “Ok
fine ill fight for good and fight
evil to save his village from
your guards”and Ezio said
“good”
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